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Non-Aqueous Microwave-Assisted Syntheses of Deca- and Hexa-
Molybdovanadates 
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Goerigk,[a]  Richard A. J. O’Hair[a] and Chris Ritchie[a]*

Abstract: We report a new approach for the synthesis of 
heterohexa- and heterodecametalates via the use of non-aqueous, 
microwave assisted reaction conditions. The two novel 
molybdovanadates have been isolated and characterized in the solid 
and solution states using single-crystal X-ray diffraction, FT-IR, 
UV/Vis, multinuclear NMR, and ESI-MS. The relative stabilities of the 
possible structural isomers were probed using dispersion-corrected 
DFT calculations for both polyoxometalate systems. 

Polyoxometalates (POMs) are molecular early transition metal 
oxides that can be isolated through the condensation of simple 
oxyanions to yield oligomeric structures with somewhat 
predictable structural features and nuclearities.[1] Control of the 
synthetic conditions within well understood pH and concentration 
domains can be exploited to yield molecules suitable for further 
derivatization by incorporation of heteroatoms, organometallic 
complexes or grafting of organic ligands to the surface of the 
molecular metal oxide.[2] Given this compositional and structural 
versatility, POMs have been utilized for catalytic, biological and 
molecular electronic applications.[3-11] 

Historically the compositional diversification of POMs has 
been achieved via: reaction of stoichiometric mixtures of the 
desired constituents in pH controlled media; the addition of 
electrophiles to preformed plenary or lacunary POMs; or the 
covalent functionalization of the POM surface by organic 
moieties. [12-24] Often the precise atomic ratios of early transition 
metals in the products can be controlled, however, occasionally 
the solution chemistry is sufficiently complex that separation and 
structural characterization of all products is not possible. [25] 

Instances such as this are particularly prevalent for 
molybdovanadates as evidenced by the work of Howarth that 
highlighted the dynamic aqueous solution chemistry that is 
driven by stoichiometry and pH. [26] Indeed, detailed studies by 
Howarth et al. clearly established the presence and substitution 
pattern for the replacement of V in decavanadate by Mo in 
aqueous solution. Their studies also concluded that the 
complexity of the polyanion equilibria increases dramatically as 
the Mo:V ratio is increased with “no evidence for any 
[V7Mo3O28]3- species”. Furthermore, the resulting arrangement of 
heteroatoms in POMs bearing oxo ligands of varying basicity 
and hence propensities for protonation has been utilized over 
many years. This enables the direct functionalization of the 
molecular metal oxide surface by a variety of alkoxo species 

resulting in inorganic-organic hybrids with a host of applications. 
[27,28] 
  

Herein, we build upon our recently efforts reports using 
microwave-assisted synthesis of POMs [29-30] with the report and 
characterization of two elusive molybdovanadates as their tetra-
butylammonium salts (TBA). The decametalate 
(TBA)3[V7Mo3O28] 1 and the hexametalate 
(TBA)2[V3Mo3O16(C5H9O3)] 2 (Fig. 1). Each of the compounds 
have been characterized in the solid state by X-ray diffraction 
and FT-IR, with solution measurements including 1H-, 13C- and 
51V- NMR, ESI-MS and UV/Vis. Quantum-chemically optimized 
structural isomers, obtained with reliable and modern dispersion-
corrected density[31] functional theory (DFT) approximations 
complement experimental observations and provide insight 
towards the future rationale preparation of POMs under non-
aqueous conditions. 

Compound 1 was prepared by a simple one-pot 
microwave-assisted reaction whereby the tetrabutylammonium 
salts of β-[Mo8O24]4- and [H3V10O28]3- were mixed and heated to 
110 °C for five minutes in acetonitrile with autogenous pressure 
build-up of four bar. Single crystals suitable for diffraction studies 
formed on cooling to room temperature with crystallization 
complete within two hours in 32 % yield based on vanadium. 
Crystallographic analysis revealed 1 to be isostructural with the 
TBA3H3[V10O28] precursor, crystallizing in the triclinic space 
group P-1, with the polyanion centered on the crystallographic 
inversion center. Initial consideration of charge balance 
requirements, bond lengths and residual electron density 
indicated partial substitution of the parent decavanadate by 
molybdate. Based on crystallographic analysis, sites (A) (Fig. 1) 
resist substitution by molybdenum, refining well as fully occupied 
vanadium atoms with no residual electron density, whereas the 
remaining sites (B and C) show varying degrees of molybdenum 
incorporation. Preferential substitution of [V10O28]6- by Mo occurs 
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Figure 1. Ball and stick representation of the crystal structures of 
heterometalates [V7Mo3O28]3- (1) - left and [V3Mo3O16(C5H9O3)]2- (2) - right. 
Site A, orange spheres = vanadium; Site B, green spheres = molybdenum 
rich; Site C, purple spheres = vanadium rich; oxygen atoms, red spheres; 
carbon, black spheres; hydrogen, white spheres. 
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at sites (B) (Fig. 1) with definitive location of two of the three 
incorporated Mo atoms in these 4 positions. This assignment is 
supported by the additional electron density at these sites and 
elongation of the terminal M=O bonds by 0.05 Å when compared 
with the parent [V10O28]6-. The location of the third Mo could not 
be clearly determined using crystallographic analysis alone 
although ICP-OES and ESI-MS analysis (Fig. S1-2) indicate 
excellent bulk purity and composition, with the most abundant 
anion [(TBA)(V7Mo3O28)]2- centered at 667.24 m/z. The isotopic 
envelope is particularly characteristic and sensitive to the 
incorporation of Mo. In an attempt to identify plausible structural 
isomers, the relative energies of the possible structural isomers 
where sites (A) are fixed as vanadium in line with 
crystallographic analysis were calculated using dispersion-
corrected DFT techniques. From this, four isomers (Fig. 2) were 
identified as energetically comparable, with a maximum of one 
molybdenum atom occupying a (C) site. The fifth isomer was 
calculated as 28.2 kJ·mol-1 less stable than 1A therefore was 
removed from consideration. Introduction of multiple Mo atoms 
at (C) sites results in isomers with significantly larger energies, 
calculated to be between 12 and 35 kJ·mol-1 higher than the 
most stable isomer. Therefore, it is also unlikely that these are 

formed. 
The solution state chemistry and stability of 1, immediately 

after dissolution, was investigated using 51V NMR. Characteristic 
of sites (A), in the decametalate structure, are resonances 
between -400 and -430 ppm, with collection of spectra at 70 °C 
required to sharpen the spectral lines sufficiently for fitting. 
Three signals centered at -413.5, -410.9, and -407.4 ppm are 
observed with relative abundancies of approximately 6:3:1 
indicating the presence of three structural isomers identified as 
1A, and two of the three remaining possibilities 1B-D as 
represented in (Fig. 2) from crystallographic and computational 
considerations. The most abundant species was identified as 
isomer 1A with Cs symmetry where all molybdenums are in the 
capping (B) sites with peak areas of the four magnetically 
independent vanadium resonances in agreement with the 
anticipated 2:2:2:1 ratio. Unambiguous assignment of isomers 

1B and 1C is complicated by the broad 51V resonances and 
significant signal overlap. Nonetheless, based on 
crystallographic and DFT analysis, the isomers are confidently 
assigned as two of the three isomers 1B-1D shown in (Fig. 2).   

Having spectroscopically identified the presence of several 
structural isomers, we investigated the solution stability of a 
freshly dissolved sample of 1 in both dry and wet acetonitrile. 
Interestingly, 1 displays no dynamic solution chemistry in hot 
MeCN although structural re-arrangement, is observed on 
heating a wet acetonitrile solution to 65 °C for 2 days in the dark 
with disappearance of the minor structural isomers and 
prevalence of the thermodynamically most stable isomer 1A. 
This observation is in good agreement with the previously 
observed oxo ligand exchange with solvent water in [V10O28]6-.[32-

34] All attempts to obtain 2D COSY 51V spectra to further 
structurally correlate the observed 51V resonances were 
unsuccessful with no observable cross peaks.  
 Having established that β-[Mo8O26]4- and [V10O28]6- are 
suitable precursors for the generation of molybdovanadates 
under microwave reaction conditions, we expanded our study to 
target the organically functionalized hexametalate 
[V3Mo3O16(O3C5H9)]2- 2. The design of this molecule arose from 
the rich alkoxo-chemistry of the hexavanadate anion and its 
notable absence from that of the hexamolybdate anions. 

Reaction of β-[Mo8O26]4-, [V10O28]6- and 
tris(hydroxymethyl)ethane in appropriate ratios for five minutes 
at 110 °C in acetonitrile using microwave irradiation resulted in 
the formation of 2 with a single grafted tripodal alkoxo ligand. 

Combustion and ICP-OES analysis are in excellent agreement 
with the formulation of (TBA)2[V3Mo3O16(O3C5H9)]2- while ESI-
MS gave the parent ion at 814.53 m/z with the distinctive 
isotopic envelope due to its heterometallic nature (Fig. S3-4). 
Compound 2 crystallized in the polar non-centrosymmetric 
space group Pn with a refined Flack parameter of 0.01(3). 
Similarly, to that observed in the crystallography of 1, 
crystallographic analysis of 2 revealed the probability of several 
structural isomers with variability in electron density observed at 
each of the six metal sites of the two crystallographically 

Figure 3. 51V NMR of 1 in acetonitrile (top), with an aged solution of 1 in 
acetonitrile – water (98:2) (bottom) showing resolution of the structural 
isomers. 

Figure 2. Ball and stick representation of the crystal structures of the 
dispersion-corrected DFT optimized trimolybdoheptavanadates [V7Mo3O28]3- 

in order of energy relative to 1A. Vanadium, orange spheres; molybdenum, 
blue spheres; oxygen, red spheres. 
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independent polyanions located in the asymmetric unit. 
Refinement of the atomic occupancies of the metal positions 
again using EADP and EXYZ constraints yielded an average 
Mo:V ratio of 2.8:3.2. The distribution of the metals is however 
not uniform with metal sites involved in bonding to the alkoxo 
ligands being vanadium rich (Fig. 4). Dispersion-corrected DFT 
results are in good qualitative agreement with the 
crystallographic analysis revealing a distinct preference for facial 
arrangement of the vanadium ions with only a small population 
of one meridional arrangement. We predict three structural 
isomers that are relevant at the reaction temperature of 110 °C 

2A - 2C (SI Section VI); note that 2C and 2C‘ are enantiomers. 
The isomers deemed unlikely based on crystallographic analysis 
are found to be essentially unpopulated, with the most stable of 
these isomers being nearly 14 kJ·mol-1 higher in energy than 2A, 
according to our reliable[35,36] dispersion-corrected DFT approach. 
Multinuclear 1H, 13C and 51V NMR assignments follow the 
predicted trend with excellent agreement with experimentally 

observed relative abundancies of 70, 17 and 13 %. As predicted 
the most symmetrical C3v isomer 2A dominates the solution 
chemistry as indicated by a single 51V resonance at -484 ppm. 
Resonances for 2B - Cs and 2C – C1 are observed at -481, -486 
ppm and -507, -504 ppm respectively based on relative peak 
areas. Unfortunately, the broad lines prevent identification of the 
three vanadium environments in 2C, although 13C and 1H NMR 
spectra prove more informative.  

Considering the theoretical analysis, assignment of the 13C 
NMR was relatively straightforward (see SI Section V), with the 

expected single resonances for the methyl carbons of the 
grafted tris ligand on 2A - 2C being observed at 15.22, 15.26 
and 15.32 ppm respectively. Three additional downfield signals 
at 35.44, 34.04 and 34.37 ppm are assigned as the quaternary 
carbon of the ligands of 2A - 2C with no observed correlations in 
1H-13C HSQC experiments. Interpretation of the methylene 
carbon resonances reveal a strong signal at 87.61 ppm from the 
equivalent carbons in 2A, meanwhile the lowered symmetry of 
isomer 2B predicts two signals that have assigned as 85.46 and 
88.52 ppm with the aid of 1H-13C HSQC experiments. The 
chirality of enantiomers 2C and 2C’ result from the position of 
the grafted ligands with respect to the meridional arrangement of 
the vanadium centres with removal of mirror symmetry present 
when the vanadiums are arranged facially. The three expected 
methylene carbon resonances are observed at 85.60, 86.37 and 
86.87 ppm. 

Assignment and rationalization of the 1H NMR of a freshly 
prepared sample of 2 agree well with the relative abundances of 
the isomers initially assigned using 51V NMR (See SI Section V). 
Isomer 2A with C3v symmetry has single resonances for the 
methyl and methylene protons of the grafted ligand at 0.89 and 
5.05 ppm respectively. The methyl proton resonance for the Cs 

symmetrical 2B is observed as a singlet at 0.77 ppm, with the 
lowered symmetry resulting in three methylene proton 
environments due to removal of the 3-fold axis but retention of 
the mirror plane between the vanadium ions connected to the 
tris ligand (Fig. 5). This results in three proton resonances with a 
singlet observed for the two equivalent protons and a pair of 
doublets (J = 11.5 Hz) for the two diastereotopic geminal protons. 
Enantiomers 2C and 2C’ have identical 1H spectra with the 
methyl proton resonance centered at 0.78 ppm however 

Figure 5. 1H NMR of an isomeric mixture of 2A-C’ highlighting the 
methylene and methyl resonances. 

Figure 4. Simplified graphical representation of the crystal structures of 
hexametalate [V3Mo3O16(O3C5H9)]2- 2A-C’. vanadium, orange spheres; 
molybdenum, blue spheres; oxygen, red spheres; carbon, black spheres; 
hydrogen, white spheres. The relative energies are based on the PW6B95-
D3(BJ)/def2-QZVP//PBE0-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level of theory. 
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unambiguous assignment of the methylene protons is 
complicated by their inequivalence and significant peak overlap. 
Nonetheless two non-coupled doublets of doublets with coupling 
constants of (J = 11.5 Hz and 1.5 Hz) attributed to geminal and 
4-bond “W” coupling are identified with detailed assignment of 
NMR data found in the supporting information (Table S2). 1H 
diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) gave a diffusion 
coefficient (1.1±0.01)·10-5 cm2/s for 2. Estimating the radius using 
the Stokes-Einstein equation for spherical molecules gave a 
solvodynamic radius of 5.77 ± 0.02 Å, which is consistent with 
the computed cavity radius of 5.421 Å (see SI Section V for 
details). Aging and/or heating a sample of 2 to 70 °C has no 
apparent effect on the distribution of products indicating that the 
rapid cooling and grafting of the ligand serves to “lock” the 
system preventing re-equilibration. 

Conclusions 

 
Microwave-assisted syntheses for the preparation of the 
decametalate [V7Mo3O28]3- and the organically functionalized 
hexametalate [V3Mo3O16(O3C5H9)]2- have been developed. Both 
polyanions crystallized as a mix of structural isomers with 
inequivalent distributions, as identified and validated through a 
complimentary experimental and theoretical approaches. The 
solution chemistry of the purely inorganic 1 remains dynamic 
under moderate heating in the presence of water with resolution 
of the isomers to the lowest energy isomer 1A. Structural 
isomers of 2 are in contrast stable under similar conditions as 
verified by NMR analysis. A reliable, dispersion-corrected DFT 
treatment was used to complement and support the analysis of 
the structural isomers. Having shown potential for their utility in 
the prediction of substitution patterns in molybdovanadates, 
these methods are currently being extended to other hetero-
polyoxometalate systems. 

Experimental Section 

Synthesis of (TBA)3[V7Mo3O28] 1: (TBA)3[H3V10O28] (313 mg, 0.185 
mmol) and (TBA)4[Mo8O26] (218 mg, 0.101 mmol) were dissolved in 
acetonitrile (12 mL) and sealed inside a 20 mL biotage microwave vial. 
The reaction mixture was heated for 5 minutes at 110 °C, 4 bar. On 
cooling to room temperature, evaporation of the solvent results in large 
orange plates suitable for single crystal X-ray diffraction studies within 3 
hours. Yield: 153 mg, 0.084 mmol (32%). 51V NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN) δ 
-407.26, -410.80, -413.30, -470.50, -483.61, -486.21, -490.14, -498.23, -
505.34, -511.39, -514.20, -519.70.  Elemental analysis (%) calculated, 
(found): C, 31.68 (31.89); H, 5.98 (6.10); N, 2.31 (2.46); V, 19.6 (19.5); 
Mo, 15.8 (15.5).  Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3442, 2962, 2932, 2873, 
1630, 1483, 1381, 1083, 994, 983, 954, 859, 826, 764, 587, 517, 460.  
MS (ESI): m/z 1564.78 - 1587.79, (TBA)2[V7Mo3O28]-; 661.24 - 672.74, 
(TBA)1[V7Mo3O28]2-; 360.42 - 367.40, [V7Mo3O28]3-. 

Synthesis of (TBA)2[V3Mo3O16(C5H9O3)] 2: (TBA)3[H3V10O28] (313 mg, 
0.185 mmol), (TBA)4[Mo8O26] (500 mg, 0.232 mmol), and 1,1,1-
tris(hydroxymethyl)ethane (74 mg, 0.616 mmol) were dissolved in dry 
acetonitrile (12 mL) and sealed inside a 20 mL biotage microwave vial. 
The reaction mixture was heated for 5 minutes at 110 °C, 4 bar. On 
cooling to room temperature diethyl ether (60 mL) was added while 
stirring. After 5 minutes the resulting dark red residue was collected by 

centrifugation. Addition of methanol (20 mL) results in instantaneous 
crystallization of the product with slow evaporation of the orange/red 
solution, resulting in orange plates suitable for single crystal X-ray 
diffraction studies within 24 hours. Yield: 201 mg, 0.155 mmol (25%).  1H 
NMR (600 MHz, CD3CN) δ 0.74 (s), 0.74 (s), 0.86 (s) ((CH2)3-C-CH3); δ 
4.65 (o), 4.67 - 4.69 (d, 10.7 Hz), 4.70 - 4.72 (o), 4.79 - 4.81 (dd, 10.9 Hz, 
2.4 Hz), 4.87 - 4.89 (dd, 10.8 Hz, 2.3 Hz), 4.89 - 4.90 (d, 10.7 Hz), 4.97 
(s), 4.98 - 5.00 (o), 5.03 (s), 5.05 (o). ((CH2)3-C-CH3). 13C NMR (400 MHz, 
CD3CN) δ 88.87, 87.95, 87.21, 86.71, 85.94, 85.80 ((CH2)3-C-CH3); 
35.76, 34.69, 34.36 ((CH2)3-C-CH3); 15.66, 15.59, 15.55 ((CH2)3-C-CH3).  
51V NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN) δ -473.05, -481.33, -484.13, -486.20, -
504.82, -506.77.  Elemental analysis (%) calculated, (found): C, 34.22 
(34.42); H, 6.29 (6.39); N, 2.16 (2.25); V, 11.8 (11.5); Mo, 22.2 (21.1). 
Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3441, 2960, 2929, 2873, 2849, 1628, 1481, 
1461, 1383, 1318, 1131, 1106, 1045, 992, 952, 883, 801, 716, 614, 500, 
436. MS (ESI): m/z 1046.82 – 1066.82, (TBA)[V3Mo3O16(C5H9O3)]-; 
400.76 – 412.77, [V3Mo3O16(C5H9O3)]2-. 

Computational methods: Hybrid DFT approaches combined with 
Grimmes DFT-D3(BJ) dispersion correction[31] were used in all cases. 
Geometry optimizations were carried out at the PBE0-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP   
and subsequent single-point energy calculations at the PW6B95-
D3(BJ)/def2-QZVP levels of theory. Solvent effects were estimated by 
using the COSMO continuum solvation model. The chosen functionals 
are deemed to be reliable for our purpose and they surpass other 
methods usually applied in similar contexts. [35,36] More details on the 
computational approaches and full references are provided in the SI. 
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